Miner Exchanger ME-DEX

The Miner Exchanger (ME-DEX) is a special decentral exchange. Converting is based on smartcontracts and is basically
designed to switch between MICH-CRG pairs. As a first step, the system has a one-way MICH to CRG converting
possibility in order to the system have MICH token liquidity.
When this liquidity is available the two-way converting starts. CRG liquidity is provided by the developers.
The aim of this exchanger is that miner can convert MICH to CRG as a special rule, better than foreign exchange rates.
The primary objective of ME-DEX is to provide price arbitrage with respect to external crypto exchange movements in
both CRG to MICH and MICH to CRG directions.
The Rules:
-converting takes place in a virtual mining format with a maximized token / transaction number.
This ensures that the exchange competition is leveled out, that is, those with larger tokens do not enjoy a significant
advantage over others in order to have a good exchange rate.
Sending transactions is a CPU-demanding operation on the EOS network, like MICH mining.
For example: 1 transaction can be up to 50 MICH/25 CRG but unlimited transactions can be initiated.
- The exchange rate is determined by the number of tokens sent in a single transaction.
For example:
On the Whaleex exchange the CRG/MICH rate is 1:10 (10 MICH = 1 CRG)
MICH to CRG
0.0001 -10 MICH/tr = 7:1 rate (7 MICH = 1CRG)
10-50 MICH/ tr = 9:1 rate
CRG to MICH
0.0001– 5 CRG / tr = 1:7 rate
5 – 25 CRG / tr = 1:9 rate
The rate is recalculated in every 24 hours.
This is the Dynamic Transaction Package – DTS - !
The DTS including :
- maximum transaction / package
- actual rate

Goals:
1. By using a more favorable rate, you can exchange either MICH or CRG tokens purchased on the OTC at a better rate
on ME-DEX, thus creating a profitable token cycle.
For example: On the Whaleex exchange the CRG : MICH rate is 1:10.
You buy 1 MICH token on Whaleex, you exchange on the ME-DEX at a 1:7 rate for CRG and then you can sell CRG on
Whaleex.
The reverse is also true: You buy 1 CRG token on Whalex, you exchange on the ME-DEX at a 1:7 rate for MICH on then
you can sell MICH on Whaleex.
In both cases, the more favorable exchange rate generates profits for you and generates buyers and sellers of both
tokens.
The rate will be better 10-30% from the others exchange.
2. The ALFA POOL connected to ME-DEX provides passive income (it will be coming at 2020 March)
The pool will be created for MICH and CRG holders, so you can stake your tokens. You will be profit from the ME-DEX
commission (the 70% of that will be distributed). This will be a passive income opportunity for token holders.
This pool token sometimes provides liquidity to ME-DEX, depending on which token is in greater demand. Of course, like
staking EOS, token holders can withdraw their deposit from the pool with a 72 hour turnaround time.

